Each contestant can submit a maximum of two photograph / videograph per case. Only one submission is allowed per contestant.

The photography or video should be related to a clinical case. Do not provide images from any website or from articles published in journals. Diagnostics reports such as from OCT, HRT etc can also be submitted. Do not edit the photograph using any software’s or Photoshop. Do not provide artificial illusions.

Please name the images after your Name_SAESCO_PV. Send the images in TIFF, JPEG, PNG or GIF format and Send the report in “.doc” or “.docx”. For example, if the name of the Contestant is Krishna Kumar, the image name should be “Krishna_Kumar_SAESCO_PV.tiff” and report name “Krishna_Kumar_SAESCO_PV.doc”. Only one submission is accepted per contestant.

The report should be organized in the following manner:

1. **Title:** Should be in BOLD CAPITAL letters. The title should be precise and be informative of the content of the innovation.

2. **Name of the Contestant and Affiliation:** Should provide the full name with full address of the institute or organization and the preregistration number (to be registered from http://www.eso.sankaranethralaya.org/eivoc-2015/eivoc-2015-new-user.html)

3. **Case Description:** Unstructured abstract about the case in less than 50 words. Use of instrument should also be specified.